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Statement on Overnight Unrest Following Shooting 
 
KENOSHA – Following an evening of unrest and substantial property damage in the wake of the 
officer-involved shooting of Jacob Blake in Kenosha yesterday, Representative Tod Ohnstad (D-
Kenosha) provided the following statement:  
 
“After tracking the events as they unfolded late into the night, I was out in the streets of the district early 
this morning surveying the damage and speaking with community leaders and citizens.  Many questions 
remain and many feel angry, hurt, and fearful.  My heart is heavy reviewing the scars of yesterday and 
last night, as a tragic incident culminated in a distressing wave of havoc and fire.   
 
We do not have all the answers as the investigation begins, but we have seen the video of the shooting, 
which appears to show the same scenario we have seen far too often.  The public is right to be outraged.  
This should not happen in our city.  We cannot let this happen anywhere.   
 
At the same time, we have to channel these intense emotions into constructive action, not destructive 
acts.  There is a difference and a line between advocacy and arson, virtue and vandalism, right and 
wrong.  Violence and destruction are not the path toward progress and justice.  I believe that black lives 
matter.  I believe there are serious injustices that must be addressed and ended.  I believe we need to 
protest to express the urgency.  Destroying our own neighborhoods cannot be the solution.  I have 
joined other area officials in calling for the Wisconsin National Guard to be ready to assist in the event 
future protests turn negative in a similar manner. 
 
As I have been around town today, I have seen people begin the process of cleaning up.  Now our whole 
community must come together to begin healing and rebuilding.”  
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